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Course Description
This course explores the historical development of racial prejudice and anti-Semitism, from
their roots in the classical and mediaeval worlds to the rise of National Socialism in the early
20th century. It analyses the way religious, cultural, linguistic and physical/biological forms of
exclusion have overlapped and reinforced each other. It is one of the principal contentions of
this course that National Socialism’s exterminatory anti-Semitism is not merely a product of
centuries of anti-Jewish prejudice; rather, racial anti-Semitism must be understood as
something which evolved in close symbiosis with racial prejudices directed against Indigenous
Peoples, Africans – slave and free – and colonial peoples from the early modern period
onward, culminating in the historically-particular form of exterminatory racial anti-Semitism
which formed the necessary precondition of the Holocaust. A focus of the course will be the
rise of exclusionary racial, anti-Semitic and nationalist discourses in Central Europe from the
middle of the 19th century until the Final Solution. Throughout the course, students will be
expected to analyze disparate and contradictory perspectives on the history of racism using
primary sources as well as theoretical conceptualizations. Students will critically examine
divergent conclusions and – through a focused, discriminatory and judicial critique of these
sources – produce evidence to creatively integrate these divergences into something which
reflects the student’s unique perspective.
Learning Objectives
Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
• Differentiate and analyze the complexity of the many of the most important
intellectual and historiographical controversies concerning the study of
racism, slavery, imperialism, nationalism and anti- Semitism through
different research approaches.
• Produce reasoned critique of the development of racial thinking from
antiquity to the 20th century and distinguish the connections between anti1

•
•

Semitism and various forms of exclusionary racial discourses within European
history using primary sources.
Outline and appraise the complex process of development racial concepts and trace and
discriminate the complex lineages of National Socialist racism and genocide in these
discourses – but especially in the histories of slavery, imperialism and eugenics.
Produce sophisticated evidence and justification for creating own unique perspective
and informed opinion.

Course Prerequisites
This course requires previous experience (at least two 200-level courses) in the following fields:
history (European history or colonial history) or religious studies.
Methods of Instruction
The course is taught through a combination of formal lectures (always presented with an
extensive PowerPoint slide show), group student presentations (again, it is expected these
will use PowerPoint or some other presentation software) and open-ended group
discussions.
Assessment and Final Grade
• Class Participation
• Seminar Presentation 1
• Seminar Presentation 2
• Mid-Term Take Home Exam
• Final Exam Take Home Exam

20%
15%
15%
25%
25%

Course Requirements
1. Class Participation
Assessment of students’ participation in class is an inherent component of the course grade.
Participation is valued as meaningful contribution in the digital and tangible classroom,
utilizing the resources and materials presented to students as part of the course. Students are
required to actively, meaningfully and thoughtfully contribute to class discussions and all types
of in-class activities throughout the duration of the class. Meaningful contribution requires
students to be prepared, as directed, in advance of each class session. This includes valued or
informed engagement in, for example, small group discussions, online discussion boards, peerto-peer feedback (after presentations), interaction with guest speakers, and attentiveness on
co-curricular and outside-of-classroom activities.
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Students are responsible for following the course content and are expected to ask clarification
questions if they cannot follow the instructor’s or other students’ line of thought or
argumentation.
Class participation also includes students’ active participation in Canvas discussions and other
additional tasks related to the course content as specified by the instructor.
Students will receive a partial participation grade every three weeks via Canvas Participation
Assignment.
2. Student Presentation – Seminars 1-4
Students will give two seminar presentations throughout the course: the first presentation on
one of Seminars 1-4. Presentations will be given in small groups and will be around 15 minutes
long accompanied by facilitated group discussion. It is expected that you will use PowerPoint or
similar visual support.
3. Student Presentation – Seminars 5-8
As above, but on one of Seminars 5-8.
4. Midterm Take-Home Exam
A midterm take-home, requiring two short essay responses (c. 750-1000 words each) to
questions arising from the first half of the course, will be due at the beginning of the second
session of Week 6 of the course.
Students will be asked analytical questions arising from the lectures and the seminar program –
Seminars 1-4 – of the first half of the course.
5. Final Take-Home Exam
A final take-home, requiring two short essay responses (c. 750-1000 words each) to questions
arising from the second half of the course, will be due at the beginning of the final class of
Week 13 of the course.
Students will be asked analytical questions arising from the lectures and the seminar program –
Seminars 5-8 – of the second half of the course.

CIEE Prague Attendance Policy
Regular class attendance is required throughout the program, and all absences are treated
equally regardless of reason for any affected CIEE course. Attendance policies also apply to any
required co-curricular class excursions or events, as well as Internship.
Students who transfer from one CIEE class to another during the add/drop period will not be
considered absent from the first session(s) of their new class, provided they were marked
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present for the first session(s) of their original class. Otherwise, the absence(s) from the original
class carry over to the new class and count against the grade in that class.
Missing classes will lead to the following penalties:
90-minute semester classes:
Number of 90-minute classes

Equivalent percentage of the
total course hours missed

Minimum penalty

one to two 90-minute classes

up to 10%

no penalty

three 90-minute classes

10.1–15%

reduction of the final grade by 3%

four 90-minute classes

15.1–17%

reduction of the final grade by 5%;
written warning

five 90-minute classes

17.1–20%

reduction of the final grade by 7%;
written warning

six and more 90-minute
classes

more than 20%

automatic course failure and possible
expulsion

Number of 180-minute classes

Equivalent percentage of the
total course hours missed

Minimum penalty

one 180-minute class

up to 10%

no penalty

two 180-minute classes

10.1–20%

reduction of the final grade by 5%;
written warning

three and more 180-minute
classes

more than 20%

automatic course failure and possible
expulsion

180-minute semester classes:

Persistent absenteeism (students approaching 20% of the total course hours missed, or
violating the attendance policy in more than one class) will result in a written warning, a
notification to the student’s home school, and possibly a dismissal from the program.
Missing more than 20% of the total class hours will lead to a course failure, and potential
program dismissal. This is a CIEE rule that applies to all CIEE courses and is in line with the
Participant Contract that each CIEE student signs before arriving on-site.
Late arrival to class will be considered a partial (up to 15 minutes late) or full (15 or more
minutes late) absence. Three partial absences due to late arrivals will be regarded as one full
class absence.
Students must notify their professor and Program Coordinators (PC) beforehand if they are
going to miss class for any reason and are responsible for any material covered in class in their
absence.
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If missing a class during which a test, exam, the student’s presentation or other graded class
assignments are administered, make-up assignment will only be allowed in approved
circumstances, such as serious medical issues. In this case, the student must submit a local
doctor’s note within 24 hours of his/her absence to the PC, who will decide whether the
student qualifies for a make-up assignment. Doctor’s notes may be submitted via e-mail or
phone (a scan or a photograph are acceptable), however the student must ensure that the
note is delivered to the PC.
Should a truly extraordinary situation arise, the student must contact the PC immediately
concerning permission for a make-up assignment. Make-up assignments are not granted
automatically! The PC decides the course of action for all absence cases that are not
straightforward. Always contact the PC with any inquiry about potential absence(s) and the
nature thereof.
Personal travel (including flight delays and cancelled flights), handling passport and other
document replacements, interviews, volunteering and other similar situations are not
considered justifiable reasons for missing class or getting permission for make-up
assignments.
For class conflicts (irregularities in the class schedule, including field trips, make-up classes and
other instances), always contact the Academic Assistant to decide the appropriate course of
action.
Course attendance is recorded on individual Canvas Course Sites. Students are responsible for
checking their attendance regularly to ensure the correctness of the records. In case of
discrepancies, students are required to contact the Academic Assistant within one week of the
discrepancy date to have it corrected. Later claims will not be considered.
CIEE staff does not directly manage absences at FAMU and ECES, but they have similar
attendance policies and attendance is monitored there. Grade penalties may result from
excessive absences.
CIEE Academic Honesty Policy
CIEE subscribes to standard U.S. norms requiring that students exhibit the highest standards
regarding academic honesty. Cheating and plagiarism in any course assignment or exam will not
be tolerated and may result in a student failing the course or being expelled from the program.
Standards of honesty and norms governing originality of work differ significantly from country
to country. We expect students to adhere to both the American norms and the local norms, and
in the case of conflict between the two, the more stringent of the two will preside. Three
important principles are considered when defining and demanding academic honesty. These
are related to the fundamental tenet that one should not present the work of another person
as one’s own.
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The first principle is that final examinations, quizzes and other tests must be done without
assistance from another person, without looking at or otherwise consulting the work of another
person, and without access to notes, books, or other pertinent information (unless the
professor has explicitly announced that a particular test is to be taken on an “open book”
basis).
The second principle applies specifically to course work: the same written paper may not be
submitted in two classes. Nor may a paper for which you have already received credit at your
home institution be submitted to satisfy a paper requirement while studying overseas.
The third principle is that any use of the work of another person must be documented in any
written papers, oral presentations, or other assignments carried out in connection with a
course. This usually is done when quoting directly from another’s work or including information
told to you by another person. The general rule is that if you have to look something up, or if
you learned it recently either by reading or hearing something, you have to document it.
The penalty ranges from an F grade on the assignment, failure in the course to dismissal from
the program. The Academic Director is consulted and involved in decision making in every case
of a possible violation of academic honesty.
Weekly Schedule
Week 1

Topic: Course Introduction; Racial Thinking from Antiquity to the 20th
Century.
Class 1
The first class of the first week lays down requirements for completing
the course. There will be a brief introductory quiz and class discussion.
Presentation and reading groups for the first half of the course will be
assigned.
Class 2
The first lecture looks at attitudes towards both black Africans and
Jews in Graeco-Roman antiquity, asking the question as to whether
the ancient world had any genuine equivalents of “racism” to e.g.
Indigenous Peoples and other marginalized groups in its modern
sense.
Required Readings:
- Frederickson, Racism: A Short History: 1-48.

Week 2

Topic: Jews and Africans in the Christian Middle Ages
Class 1
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The middle ages were the age of Christendom and were marked by a
rising elite and popular antipathy towards Jews and Judaism.
However, mediaeval civilization was no monolith, and attitudes to
Jews varied according to time, place and circumstance. The latter part
of the middle ages sees the position of Jews and other outsiders
influenced by a new phenomenon: the rise of the nation state. This
period continued to be characterized throughout by surprisingly
positive attitudes towards black Africans.
Class 2
Seminar 1 – Was There Racism in Classical Antiquity? - looks in more
detail at attitudes towards race in Graeco-Roman antiquity, focusing
strongly on the recent historiographical debate on the work of
Benjamin Isaac.
Required Readings:
- Excerpts from Diodorus Siculus and Herodotus on Ethiopians;
Diodorus Siculus and Tacitus on the Jews - in Kennedy et. al., Race and
Ethnicity, 82-191 (Ethiopia); 243-46; 253-56 (Jews).
Week 3

Topic: Jews and Outsiders in Early Modern Europe; The
Mediaeval Blood Libel.
Class 1
The lecture for this week focuses on the breakup of medieval
Christendom with the coming of the Protestant Reformation and the
rise of the new nation state, and the meaning of these changes for
“outsider” groups like the Jews, the Spanish moriscos and other
religious and ethnic minorities.
Class 2
Seminar 2 – The Ritual Murder Accusation in Mediaeval Europe examines the rise of the ritual murder accusation and later related
“Blood Libel” in Crusading Europe. It asks one of the fundamental
methodological questions to be explored in this course: is it
anachronistic to talk of “anti-Semitism” in the European middle ages
and early modern period?
Required Readings:
- Langmuir, Toward a Definition of Antisemitism: 311-52.
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Week 4

Topic: Race, Racism and Slavery in the Early Modern World.
Class 1
Most historians of race and racism trace the origins of these doctrines
in their modern form to the rise of the Atlantic slave trade in the 16th
and 17th centuries. Students will watch and take notes on sections of
the 2007 BBC documentary Racism: A History – Part 1: The Colour of
Money. A discussion of issues raised in the documentary will follow.
Class 2
The Seminar 3 presentation and discussion poses the fundamental
question, “Racism or Slavery: Which Came First?”
Required Readings:
- Vaughan, “The Origins Debate: Slavery and Racism in Seventeenth
Century Virginia.”: 311-354.

Week 5

Topic: Racism and Enlightenment: From Voltaire to Hitler?
Class 1
The lecture examines attitudes towards both blacks and Jews during
the “Age of Enlightenment.” The contradiction of holding that “all men
are created equal” – whilst fighting a revolution in the North American
colonies that enshrined the rights of slave owners – will be one focus
of this lecture.
Class 2
Seminar 4 – From Voltaire to Hitler: Did the Enlightenment Lead to
the Holocaust - examines the famous thesis of the German Critical
Theorists Max Horkheimer and Theodore Adorno, whose Dialectic of
the Enlightenment held that the instrumental scientific rationality of
the Enlightenment led ultimately to the death camps of the Third
Reich. The theories of Zygmunt Bauman – who rooted genocide and
Nazism as symptoms of the crisis of industrial modernity – are also
scrutinized.
Required Readings:
- Bronner, Reclaiming the Enlightenment: 81-114.
- Bauman, Modernity and the Holocaust: 83-116.
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Week 6
Midterm Exam
Period

Topic: The Rise of the White Man’s Republic: The Race Question in
Antebellum America.
Class 1
Early nineteenth century America – a slave-owning society rapidly
expanding into territories occupied by peoples deemed “racially
inferior” – was to be the laboratory for ideas which would have a
rapid a profound impact on the development of European racism. The
lecture explores the connections between slavery, Jim Crow laws,
Manifest Destiny and notions of biological racism.
Class 2
Students will watch and discuss the documentary Africans in America America's Journey through Slavery. Part 3/4 - Brotherly Love, 17911831. (PBS, 1998).
The Midterm take-home exam falls due at the beginning of Class 2.
This must be submitted double-spaced and in 12-point font, and
consists of two essays, each of c. 1000 words.
Required Readings:
- Horsman, Race and Manifest Destiny: 189-248.

Week 7
Midterm Exam
Period

Topic: Race and Language in the Romantic Age – Inventing the Aryan
and Semite; Gobineau and the Racial Theory of Civilisation.
Class 1
The revolt against the universal rationality of the Enlightenment saw
the Romantic movement’s celebration of all that was early, primitive
and unique. The German philosopher Johann Gottfried Herder hailed
unique languages as the most fundamental expression of the
Volksgeist of particular peoples. The lecture examines how Herder’s
originally pluralist and anti-racist notions of language would later be
corrupted to form the basis of a new type of racism – one which
would define Christian Europeans as “Aryans: - and Jews as their
eternal antitype.
Class 2
Seminar 5 – Gobineau and the Inequality of the Human Races focuses on one of the most important pioneers of European racism,
Comte Joseph de Gobineau, and on his influence on other key racist
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thinkers: the composer Richard Wagner; Henry Hotze, the apologist
for the Confederacy; Houston Stewart Chamberlain and Vacher de
Lapouge
Required Readings:
- Biddis, Father of Racist Ideology: 103-180, 244-64.
Week 8

Topic: The Darwinian Revolution; The Rise of Political Anti-Semitism
in Late 19th Century Europe.
Class 1
The Darwinian Revolution was to prove a watershed in the
development of European racism. Despite Darwin’s passionate and
lifelong commitment to the cause of anti-slavery and the amelioration
of the condition of former slaves in Britain’s Caribbean colonies,
Darwinian ideas would henceforth furnish the language of racist
discourse. For a new generation of racist thinkers, the inferiority of
Europe’s colonial subjects – and America’s black “other” – would be
seen as a function of these peoples’ closeness to mankind’s ape-like
ancestors. Concepts like “the survival of the fittest” and eugenics
would influence the way Europe’s elites viewed their own lower
classes. The lecture and discussion will examine these issues, looking
also at the conflict between Darwinian monogenesis and AngloAmerican polygenesis.
Class 2
Class 2’s lecture and discussion seminar examine rise of anti-Semitic
parties and politics in Europe from the 1870s to the end of World War
I. We look at the Dreyfus Affair of the 1890s and discuss the revival of
the mediaeval blood libel from the mid-19th to the early 20th centuries:
the Damascus Blood Libel and the Hilsner and Beilis trials. The rise of
anti-Semitic and anti-Slav political parties in the Habsburg Empire and
the Second German Reich is examined against the social, political and
economic context of late 19th and early 20th century nationalism and
imperialism.
Required Readings:
- Barta, Tony. “Mr Darwin’s Shooters”: 116-137.
- Finzsch, Norbert. “‘It is scarcely possible to conceive …”: 97-115.

Week 9

Topic: Colonialism, Imperialism and Genocide.
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Class 1
When Hitler and Himmler articulated plans for the conquest and
colonisation of the East, they drew explicit parallels and justifications
from American westward expansion and British colonial policy in India.
However, the connections between Nazi colonial practices in German
South-West Africa in the early 20th century are far more direct. The
class discussion and documentary will explore Hannah Arendt’s
contention that the violence of European colonialism was an essential
forerunner of the violence and racism of 20th century totalitarianism
Students will watch excerpts of the BBC documentary Racism: A
History – Part 2: Fatal Impacts (2007). A class discussion of the issues
raised in the documentary will follow.
Class 2
Seminar 6 – From ESL to ASL: Race, Empire and the American Civil War
- will look at the crucial split in British anthropology in the 1860s
between the anti-slavery, monogenist Ethnological Society of London
– heir to the old Anti-Slavery and Aborigine’s Protection Societies and the pro-slavery, pro- imperialist and polygenist Anthropological
Society of London. This watershed event in the history of racial though
is examined in the context of the American Civil War and Britain’s
deepening imperial commitment.
Required Readings:
- Rainger, “Race, Politics and Science: The Anthropological Society of
London in the 1860s”: 51-70.
- Bonner, “Slavery, Confederate Diplomacy, and the Racialist Mission
of Henry Hotze”: 288–316.
Week 10

Topic: The Black Hundreds and the Protocols of the Elders of Zion;
White Men’s Countries: The Jim Crow South, Apartheid South Africa
and White Australia.
Class 1
On Monday, November 26th, there will be a guest lecture by Dr
Marina Swoboda, a Russian specialist formerly of McGill University,
currently teaching at Anglo-American University in Prague. Marina will
talk about the rise of Russian popular political anti-Semitism in the
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late 19th century, and the authoring of the so-called Protocols of the
Elders of Zion and its use during the Russian Civil War (1918-21).
Class 2
The discussion seminar examines the rise of the so-called “White Men’s
Republics”: unprecedented polities in which citizenship was dependent
upon race. We trace the origins of these ideas to the post-war Jim
Crow South. We demonstrate that by the early years of the 20th
century, the concept of a global union of white races – standing in the
face of the external threat of a rising tide of colour, and the internal
threat of racial miscegenation – had taken hold amongst politicians
and intellectuals in the United States and the British “White
Dominions.”
Required Readings:
- Lake & Reynolds. Drawing the Global Colour Line: 49-74.
Week 11

Topic: Nationalism, Racism and Eugenics; The Tiergarten 4
Programme.
Class 1
Students will watch the second part of the documentary series Science
and the Swastika: The Deadly Experiment (2001), which examines Nazi
eugenics Tiergarten 4 programme. T4 was the Nazi’s attempt to put
“negative eugenics” into practice by murdering Germany’s mentally
and physically handicapped population. A class discussion will follow.
Class 2
Seminar 7 examines the intersections between racism, nationalism
and eugenics in both the United States and Europe in the period
leading up to the First World War – and beyond. We will explore the
way in which racist thinkers like Madison Grant and Vacher de
Lapouge married the racial theories of Gobineau with eugenics, antiSemitism and the defence of Jim Crow and immigration restriction.
Required Readings:
- Mazower, Dark Continent: 77-105.
- Spiro, Defending the Master Race: 143-166, 297-327.

Week 12

Topic: The Nazi Synthesis; Nazism, Lebensraum and Colonial
Genocide.
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Class 1
The lecture demonstrates how the racism of Hitler, Himmler,
Rosenberg and their followers represented the coming together of
several streams of racialist thinking: anti-Semitism, biological
racialism, Social Darwinism, colonial racism and eugenics. The
radicalising effects of the violence and social militarisation of World
War I and the Russian Revolution – from which the theory of “JudaeoBolshevism” and The Protocols of the Elders of Zion forgery emerged –
was an essential element in “the Nazi Synthesis.”
Class 2
The final seminar explores the controversy regarding the relationship
between the genocidal violence of the Second and Third Reichs, with a
particular focus on Nazi Lebensraum theories and the Namibian
genocide of 1904-7 – the so-called “Kaiser’s Holocaust.”
Required Readings:
- Madley, “From Africa to Auschwitz”: 429-464.
- Gewarth & Malinowski, “Hannah Arendt’s Ghosts”: 279-300.
Week 13
Final Exam Week

Topic: Final Exam.
Class 1
The final take-home exam falls due at the beginning of Class 1.
This must be submitted double-spaced and in 12-point font, and
consists of two essays, each of c. 1000 words.
Class 2
The final class will be a relaxed and informal discussion about the
history of racism and the relevance of this course to the contemporary
world.

Course Materials
Readings
•

Augstein, Hannah F. James Cowles Prichard’s Anthropology: Remaking the Science of
Man in Early Nineteenth Century Britain. Clio Medica/Wellcome Institute Studies in the
History of Medicine 52. Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1999.
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barta, Tony. “Mr Darwin’s Shooters: On Natural Selection and the Naturalizing of
Genocide.” Patterns of Prejudice, Vol. 39, No. 2. (2005): 116-137.
Bauman, Zygmunt. Modernity and the Holocaust. Cambridge and New York: Polity Press,
1989: 83-116.
Biddis, Michael D. “The Politics of Anatomy: Dr Robert Knox and Victorian Racism.”
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine 69 (1976): 245-50.
Biddis, Michael D. Father of Racist Ideology: The Social and Political Thought of Count
Gobineau. New York: Weybright and Talley, 1970.
Blackburn, Robin. The Making of New World Slavery: From the Baroque to the Modern
1492-1800. London and New York: Verso, 1997.
Bonner, Robert E. “Slavery, Confederate Diplomacy, and the Racialist Mission of Henry
Hotze.” Civil War History, Vol. 51, no. 3 (2005): 288–316.
Bronner, Stephen Eric. Reclaiming the Enlightenment: Toward a Politics of Radical
Engagement. New York: Columbia University Press, 2004: 81-114.
Brantlinger, Patrick. Dark Vanishings: Discourse on the Extinction of Primitive Races,
1800-1930. Ithica and London: Cornell University Press, 2003.
Desmond, Adrian and James Moore. Darwin’s Sacred Cause: Race, Slavery and the Quest
for Human Origins. London: Penguin Books, 2010.
Dreher, Robert E. “Arthur de Gobineau, an Intellectual Portrait.” University of Wisconsin
PhD, 1970.
Dundes, Alan, ed. The Blood Libel Legend: A Casebook in Anti-Semitic Folklore. Madison,
Wisc.: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1991.
Ehmann, Annegret. “From Colonial Racism to Nazi Population Policy: The Role of the SoCalled Mischlinge.” In Berenbaum & Peck (eds.) The Holocaust in History: 115-133.
Eliav-Feldon, Miriam, Benjamin Isaac & Joseph Ziegler, eds. The Origins of Racism in the
West. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009
Ellingson, Ter. The Myth of the Noble Savage. Berkley & London: The University of
California Press, 2001.
Field, Geoffrey G. Evangelist of Race: The Germanic Vision of Houston Stewart
Chamberlain. New York: Columbia University Press, 1981.
Finzsch, Norbert. “‘It is scarcely possible to conceive that human beings could be so
hideous and loathsome’: discourses of genocide in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
America and Australia.” Patterns of Prejudice, Vol. 39, No. 2. (2005): 97-115.
Fredrickson, George M. Racism: A Short History. Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University
Press, 2002.
Gewarth, Robert & Stephan Malinowski. “Hannah Arendt’s Ghosts: Reflections on the
Disputable Path from Windhoek to Auschwitz.” Central European History, Vol. 42, No. 2
(June, 2009): 279-300.
Hecht, Jennifer Michael. “Vacher de Lapouge and the Rise of Nazi Racial Science.” The
Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. 61. No. 2 (April, 2000): 285-304.
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Horsman, Reginald. Race and Manifest Destiny: The Origins of American Racial AngloSaxonism. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1986.
Hutton, Christopher M. Race and the Third Reich. Cambridge: Polity Press, 2005.
Isaac, Benjamin. The Invention of Racism in Classical Antiquity. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 2004.
Jordan, Winthrop B. White over Black: American Attitudes towards the Negro, 15501812. New Ed. Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1995.
Kidd, Colin. The Forging of Races: Race and Scripture in the Protestant and Atlantic
Worlds, 1600-2000. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006.
Lake, Marylin & Henry Reynolds. Drawing the Global Colour Line: White Men’s Countries
and the International Challenge of Racial Equality. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2008.
Langmuir, Gavin I. Toward a Definition of Antisemitism. Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1990.
Leopold, Joan. “British Applications of the Aryan Theory of Race to India 1850-70.”
English Historical Review 89 (1974): 578-603.
Lindemann, Albert S. Esau’s Tears: Modern Anti-Semitism and the Rise of the Jews.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997.
Lorimer, Douglas A. “‘Nature,’ Racism and Late Victorian Science.” Canadian Journal of
History 25, 3 (1990): 364-85.
Lorimer, Douglas A. “Theoretical Racism in Late Victorian Anthropology: 1870-1900.”
Victorian Studies 31, 3 (1988): 405-30.
Lorrimer, Douglas A. Colour, Class and the Victorians: English Attitudes to the Negro in the
Mid-Nineteenth Century. Leicester: University of Leicester Press, 1978.
Madley, Benjamin. “From Africa to Auschwitz: How German South West Africa
Incubated Ideas and Methods Adopted and Developed by the Nazis in Eastern Europe.”
European History Quarterly, Vol 35, No. 3 (2005): 429-464.
Mazower, Mark. Dark Continent: Europe’s Twentieth Century. London: Penguin Books,
1998: 77-105.
Mosse, George L. Toward the Final Solution: A History of European Racism. New York:
Howard Fertig, 1978.
Nirenberg, David. Anti-Judaism: The Western Tradition. New York and London: W. W.
Norton & Co., 2013.
Olender, Maurice. The Languages of Paradise: Race, Religion and Philology in the
Nineteenth Century. Translated by Arthur Goldhammer. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1992.
Rainger, Ronald. “Race, Politics and Science: The Anthropological Society of London in
the 1860s.” Victorian Studies, Vol. 22, No. 1. (Autumn, 1978): 51-70.
Said, Edward. Orientalism. Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1978.
Snowden, Frank M., Jr. Before Color Prejudice: The Ancient View of Blacks. Cambridge,
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•
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Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1983.
Spiro, Jonathan Peter. Defending the Master Race: Conservation, Eugenics and the
Legacy of Madison Grant. Burlington: The University of Vermont Press, 2009: 143-166,
297-327.
Stocking, George W. “What's in a Name?: The Origins of the Royal Anthropological
Institute (1837-70).” Man 6 (1971): 369-90.
Stocking, George W. Victorian Anthropology. New York: The Free Press, 1991.
Stone, Dan. Histories of the Holocaust. Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press,
2010.
Trautmann, Thomas R. Aryans and British India. Berkeley: University of California Press,
1997.
Turda, Marius and Paul J. Weindling, eds. “Blood and Homeland”: Eugenics and Racial
Nationalism in Southeast Europe, 1900-1940. Budapest & New York: Central European
University Press, 2007.

Recommended Readings
•
•
•
•

Bartlett, Robert. The Making of Europe: Conquest, Colonization and Cultural Change 950
– 1350. London: Penguin Books, 1994.
Beller, Stephen. Antisemitism: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford & New York: OUP,
2007.
Bethencourt, Francisco. Racisms: From the Crusades to the Twentieth Century. Princeton
and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2013.
Ratansi, Ali. Racism: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford & New York: Oxford University
Press, 2007).

Films
•
•
•

Okuefuna, David. Racism: A History. Parts 1-3, directed by Paul Tickell. London: BBC
Four, 2007.
Africans in America - America's Journey through Slavery. Part 3/4 - Brotherly Love, 17911831. PBS, 1998.
Science and the Swastika. Episode 3 – The Deadly Experiment, directed by Sebastian
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